4 WIRE, 2 CIRCUIT DAISYLINK SYSTEM

The DaisyLink System is a flexible and cost effective solution designed to accommodate a variety of applications: training tables, conference tables, workstations, computer tables, auditorium seating and benching systems. Link multiple units together from a single power source distributed across 2 circuits. Modular in nature, the DaisyLink System has no restrictions on order of connection, allowing a variety of our product offerings to use this system in any ordering structure. Get creative; mix and match power solutions to your individual needs. DaisyLink Quick Kits are also available for specifying.

WIRING SCHEMATIC

4 wire 2 circuit: 2 Hots, 1 Neutral, 1 Ground
2 utility circuits share a neutral and a ground

*The National Electric Code provides recommendations to the number of receptacles that can be connected per circuit. ECA recommends using 75% loading per circuit as a guide; please consult with your local inspector as codes may vary in different geographic locations.

Start Cable Specifications:

- 2 Circuit Hard Wire Starter Cable
- Available in Lengths up to 220”
- Whip End to Be Connected To Building Power By An Electrician

Additional Components:

- Starter Cable
- Quick Disconnect
- Daisy-T
- Female to Female Cable
- Male to Male Cable